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              Inclusive jet production
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TMD effects in pp collisions 

Transverse 
momentum 
dependent (TMD) 
effects are relevant 
for many processes 
at the LHC
parton shower 
matched with NLO  
generates additional 
kt, leading to energy-
momentum 
mismatch
avoided by using   
formulation with TMD 
distributions from the 
outset 
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     Longitudinal momentum shift: Higgs
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  Evolution equation and TMDs
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      Vector bosons + jets at high energy  
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       Beyond quenched approximation:         
           unintegrated quark evolution
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     Application to W + jets at the LHC 

Compare with W + jets 
measurements 
Jet multiplicities are reproduced: 

1 jet → from ME

2-4 jets from shower
Note: PYTHIA with pt -ordered 
shower cannot predict higher jet 
multiplicities

qi > zi¡1qi¡1 qi =
pti

1 ¡ z

use valence quarks and CCFM gluon (from DIS precision data),  
convoluted with off-shell high-energy matrix elements  
initial parton shower by CCFM evolution in angular ordered phase space: 

                             with
➔ no pt constraint at small x 
➔ jets can have large pt 
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W + 2 jets: kt   -shower vs. NLO-matched

1st jet in W + ( > 2) jet events:

off shell ME + CCFM kt  - shower (CASCADE)  comparable with NLO

W + 2 jet (POWHEG)

uncertainties studied in CASCADE: pdf and scale uncertainties

PYTHIA  P8 shower starts to fail at large pt

POWHEG

Campbell, Ellis, Nason, Zanderighi, arXiv 1303.5447
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W + n jets: kt-shower vs. NLO-matched

off-shell ME + CCFM kt  - shower (CASCADE) comparable with NLO W+4jet
first jet comes from hard process, other jets partially from shower 

CCFM kt  - shower works fine even for high pt 

P8 shower cannot describe shape

POWHEG

Campbell, Ellis, Nason, Zanderighi, arXiv 1303.5447
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       W + n jets: pt spectrum of third jet   

off-shell ME + CCFM kt  - shower predicts correct x-section and shape for 3rd 
jet (similar to NLO-matched POWHEG) !

3rd jet comes from CCFM kt  - shower

collinear (pt ordered) shower PYTHIA fails to describe shape

POWHEG

Campbell, Ellis, Nason, Zanderighi, arXiv 1303.5447
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 Application to angular correlations in 
                W + n jets production 

off-shell ME + CCFM kt  - shower for x-section and shape for ¢ Á between first 
2 jets agrees with measurements within uncertainties:

sensitive probe of shower: 

back to back region and decorrelation region well reproduced !

not described by collinear pt ordered shower PYTHIA
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What is the gain ?
CCFM gluon TMD and kt dependent shower with off shell ME give similar 
results as NLO matched with collinear shower
calculation arranged in a very efficiency way → fast calculation
jet production from TMD and kt dependent shower extendable to any number 
of jets without further adjustment and tuning

CCFM + kt dependent shower describes well high pt jet production

Advantage of CCFM+kt dependent shower:

matching with 2 →n off-shell parton calculation (automated method, 

see A. van Hameren, P. Kotko and K. Kutak, JHEP1301(2013)078.)

opens possibility for full LHC phenomenology of QCD, EWK and BSM 
processes
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W + 2 jet: signal for double-parton scattering ?

DPS signal: de-correlated jets compared to W

what is the contribution from single chains ?

are jets coming from power-like terms in shower evolution or are they 
coming from independent scatterings ?
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W+2 jet: signal for double-parton scattering ?

off-shell ME & CCFM + kt shower predict a similar shape as seen in latest CMS 
measurement 

From P. Bartalini: MPI and DPS studies at CMS
WG2: Low x and Diffraction
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W+2 jet: signal for double-parton scattering ?

off-shell ME & CCFM + kt shower predict a similar shape as seen in latest CMS 
measurement.

how much room for DPS is left in the framework of high-energy 
factorization?

From P. Bartalini: MPI and DPS studies at CMS
WG2: Low x and Diffraction
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Conclusion

collinear approximation + energy conservation ---> longitudinal momentum    
                                    shifts in shower algorithms    

keep track of non-collinear momentum components from the outset   

using high energy factorization and latest TMD gluon densities: 

reasonable description of W+n jet observables is obtained; 

description is similar to W+2 jet NLO-matched

approach to low-pt jets? (mini-jet / leading track 

measurements [CMS PAS FSQ-12-026]) 
kt dependent CCFM shower is appropriate for multi-jet kinematics 

shape and pt x-sections of 4 hard jets (most coming from shower) are well 
reproduced – including angular correlations  

off-shell ME + kt dependent CCFM shower predicts shape of double-
parton scattering variables close to latest measurements
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  Extra slides
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      Inclusive jet data vs. NLO-matched
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             W + 2 jets as a DPS signal 
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   Jets, MPI and the inelastic cross section
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